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Expressing and presenting gender is a complex practice. Centuries of social and 
political shifts have changed our cultural understanding of gender so many times, 
it feels impossible to begin to unpack it all. One of the most substantial exam-
ples of intentional gender presentation is the practice of cross-dressing. The term 
cross-dressing is broad and has diverse meanings. The act of crossing gender 
boundaries through clothing is and has been employed by many different groups of 
people throughout history, for a variety of reasons (Suthrell 115). 

My interest centres on the role cross-dressing has played in the lives of women, 
as both an explicitly criminal act and a subversive countercultural practice. From 
breeches to Bond Girls, from escape to performance, cross-dressing has played a 
significant role in women’s sartorial histories of resistance and advancement. 



 

Fig 1. Left. Honor Blackman as 
Pussy Galore and her Flying Circus 
on the set of Goldfinger (Courtesy 
of Everett Collection Inc/Alamy 
Stock Photo) 

Fig 2. Right. Diana Rigg and 
George Lazenby, On Her Majesty’s 
Secret Service film-set (Courtesy of 
GETTY/CORBIES HISTORICAL) 

THE ‘BOND GIRL’ 
When thinking about women cross-dressing, spies and disguise come to mind. The 
‘Bond Girls’ of the James Bond films are unsuspecting examples of this. One such 
example is the prominent inclusion of trousers in many professional and activewear 
costumes, which spoke to the athleticism and physical strength, more ‘masculine’ 
traits, of the ‘Bond Girls,’ (Germanà 115). Since Ian Fleming published the original 
James Bond novels from 1953-1966, and the first film, Dr. No, was released in 1962, 
Germanà notes that “the time frame of [the original] novels and the earlier films” 
contextualize the significance of the women wearing trousers and other “masculine 
clothing” (113). This version of cross-dressing wasn’t meant to express a different 
gender identity, but rather to incorporate “physical fitness, dynamic action, and pro-
fessional rigour” to the ‘Bond Girls’’ existing femininity (Germanà 113). 

The costumes of the ‘Bond Girls’, and indeed other women in James Bond films, like 
Judi Dench’s M, appropriate masculine styles in professional and action wear (Ger-
manà 125). These costumes sartorially communicate a “dynamic picture of a clash 
between Bond’s vulnerable masculinity and the Girl’s hard femininity” (Germanà 125). 



First published image of Harriet Tubman, 1869, from Helen Bradley 
Foster’s “African American Enslavement and Escaping in Disguise.” 

THE ESCAPEE 
Going beyond fiction, cross-dressing as disguise was key 
in the courageous attempts of African Americans to es-
cape enslavement. This practice was particularly complex, 
as forced cross-dressing was used as a tool of punish-
ment and humiliation (Bradley Foster 49). Although fewer 
women attempted to escape, often due to the connection 
between age and childbearing, they also were more likely 
than men to resort to cross-dressing if they did make the 
attempt, as traveling independently and covertly as a man 
was far safer than as a woman (Bradley Foster 50). Fa-
mously, Harriet Tubman wore men’s clothing during many 
of her journeys assisting the escape of others (Bradley 
Foster 50). Here, cross-dressing was not only reclaimed 
as a tool of survival, but also demonstrates the complex 
intersectionality of gender and race. 



Fig 3. Woman in tuxedo. Albumen print, England, 
circa 1890. Courtesy of Sébastien Lifshitz and The 
Photographers’ Gallery, © Sébastien Lifshitz Collection 

THE SOCIAL THREAT  
Women cross-dressing was—and at times still is— considered dangerous unless 
presented in specific circumstances, because it has the capacity to threaten the de-
stabilization of a patriarchal social order (Sears 65). For example, in nineteenth-cen-
tury San Francisco, anti-cross-dressing laws were enforced against women who wore 
men’s clothing in pursuit of “economic independence, political voice, sexual auton-
omy, and free movement through public space” (Sears 63). Women would dress in 
men’s clothing to go to bars, travel in unsafe parts of town, and protest for dress 
reform (Sears 64). 

Notably, the criminalization of cross-dressing was not necessarily about the act itself, 
as this legislation only applied to public cross-dressing, but rather represented an 
attempt to control and squash perceived “social threats” (Sears 65). Women who 
were arrested for cross-dressing were inconsistently charged, and were often let off 
without sentencing or further legal consequences if they were wealthy and white 
(Sears 65). 



 
“Why Was Crossdressing Illegal?” YouTube, uploaded by Origin of Everything, 14 Aug 2018. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaK3IxZJbto 

The above video provides a brief overview of the origin 
of cross-dressing laws, and provides necessary con-
textualization of ways in which dress has been policed 
throughout history and culture. From policing women’s 
dress in Ancient Greece, to Catholic sumptuary laws in 
Renaissance Europe, to Quebec’s 2019 ban on religious 
symbols (which disproportionately impacts veiled 
women) the video demonstrates that the system of 
legislating dress practice has long been (and continues 
to be) a strategy of social and political control. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaK3IxZJbto


Fig 4. Bernhardt, Sarah. “Sarah Bernhardt dans L’Aiglon.” Collection: Postcards 
of female and male impersonators and cross-dressing in Europe and the 
United States, 1900-1930. Cornell University Library Digital Collections, 1900, 
France, https://digital.library.cornell.edu/catalog/ss:24416312. 

Fig 4. Poster of ‘Burlington Bertie,’ the character of Vesta Tilley. Aston, E., “Male
Impersonation in the Music Hall: the Case of Vesta Tilley,” Cambridge Journal, May
2012, p. 247. 

THE ‘MALE IMPERSONATOR’ 
In a theatrical context, women cross-dressed in public as early as the mid-1600s 
in England (Geczy and Karaminas 114). Clothing was the primary way to convey a 
different gender presentation, so much so that the roles women could occupy in 
Shakespearean plays, vaudeville, and operas were known as “breeches roles” (Geczy 
and Karaminas 114). Simply by wearing men’s clothing, specifically breeches, female 
actresses would be accepted as male characters largely without question (Geczy and 
Karaminas 114). 

Performers who cross-dressed in this capacity throughout history are known as 
‘male impersonators’ rather than drag performers, because they “attempt to pro-
duce a plausible performance of maleness as the whole of [their] act” (Geczy and Ka-
raminas 115). This is in strong contrast to the performance of drag, as drag typically 
relies on the audience’s knowledge that the performer is not the gender they are 
performing as. 

Male impersonators were also popular in British music halls, such as Vesta Tilley, 
who famously performed the role of Burlington Bertie. 

https://digital.library.cornell.edu/catalog/ss:24416312


THE DRAG KING
While drag queens (often gay men who “[mimic] and [exaggerate] ideal characteris-
tics or stereotypes of women”) are more mainstream in the world of drag—due to 
a lengthy and complex queer history and recent commodification of drag through 
popular media like RuPaul’s Drag Race—this article is focused on the far less visible 
and celebrated drag kings (Geczy and Karaminas 111). Drag kings are typically wom-
en who perform drag, a version of cross-dressing that is distinctly different from a 
‘male impersonator’ as discussed above, who perform a “[theatrical] masculinity” 
that incorporates “impersonation, understatement, hyperbole, and layering” (Geczy 
and Karaminas 111).

Some feminist critique of drag is tangled in transphobia, as there is a “tradition of 
feminist skepticism around the inclusion of transsexual women in feminist politics” 
and a recurring accusation against drag kings of “valorizing hegemonic masculinity, 
reinforcing patriarchal norms, or engaging in the subjugation of femininity through 
performances that use masculine tropes” (Basiliere, 979).

“100 Years of Drag Kings : The Art of Male Impersonation.”
YouTube, uploaded by The Making of a King, 20 Sep, 2016. https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_
continue=14&v=CldnNvIDj6M&feature=emb_title&ab_channel=TheMakingofaKing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=14&v=CldnNvIDj6M&feature=emb_title&ab_channel=TheMakingo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=14&v=CldnNvIDj6M&feature=emb_title&ab_channel=TheMakingo


Fig. 5 Landis, Katelyn. “Drag King Maxxx Pleasure’s Makeup.” A Women’s Thing, 30 Oct 2020. 

Many scholars reject this reading of drag, and instead 
understand it more as an “articulation of queer identity 
through cross-dressing” or subversive, counterculture 
engagement with gender (Geczy and Karaminas 111). 
Judith Butler suggests that the study of drag is compel-
ling “because of the mundane that drag encapsulates,” 
and, citing Halberstam’s “claim that drag kings detach 
masculinity from maleness,” Basiliere notes that drag 
king performances “actually undermine versions of 
masculinity that denigrate or exploit femininity” (989, 
991). 



“How I Became a Drag King.” YouTube, uploaded by VICE Life, 11 Mar 2019. Featuring Isabel Aman. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34U9M1jj28Q&feature=emb_title&ab_channel=VICELife 

In the above video, drag king Isabel Aman notes that performing has a drag king has 
helped to develop her confidence and gender identity. This anecdotally supports 
Basiliere’s assertion that drag kinging is a performance of feminist masculinity that 
“diminishes the pressures of a bi-gender society” (999). On the issue of the dispro-
portionate popularity of drag queens and drag kings, Amran notes that “it has to do 
with who has historically dominated queer spaces” and how “people see femininity 
as performative more naturally than they do masculinity.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34U9M1jj28Q&feature=emb_title&ab_channel=VICELife


ALWAYS OTHER 
Regardless of the context, whether the practice represents the advancement of wom-
en’s rights, the destabilization of social and political gender norms, a tool of survival 
and escape, an expression of queer identity, or a theatrical performance, women 
who cross-dress are criminalized, othered, devalued, and otherwise misunderstood. 
Cross-dressing was at times considered criminal, even deviant, but has always marked 
the practitioner as a counter-culturalist on some level or another. The very act of 
cross-dressing suggests a transgression of a dichotomous boundary—one that is at 
once personal and systemic. Women, historically, have been confined by rigid bound-
aries; boundaries that are further complicated by race, class, and other intersecting 
identities. It is my belief, then, that cross-dressing in any and all forms is inherently 
radical and demonstrates just how powerful dress can be. 

CREATIVE COMPONENT 
In support of this project, I created a photo book on Canva to provide a visual under-
standing of what women cross-dressing looked (and look) like in different contexts. 
This was a more challenging endeavour than I initially thought it would be, as there 
is sparse visual documentation of historical cross-dressing, and even less of women 
cross-dressing specifically. 

Additionally, the representation of white women greatly exceeded that of any other 
race. Even when searching for modern drag images, there are far far more images 
of drag queens than kings, and nearly all the sources that do feature drag kings are 
about how pervasively invisible many drag kings and male impersonators are and 
have long been. 

Future work on this project would require careful searching of archives, and likely a 
broadening of search terms beyond just ‘cross-dressing’ ‘drag’ and ‘male imperson-
ation’ to account for a greater range of cultural and political contexts. 
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